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Abstract. By introducing complex network modeling and analysis methods, researches
on undirected unweighted network models for the roads inside the fifth ring of Beijing
city are made in this paper based on traffic and map data. In order to construct directed
weighted network models for the roads inside the fifth ring of Beijing city we come up
with two modeling methords TTI and TTIS based on complex network theory and data
filtering based on the trajectories data of more than 10,000 taxis from February 2nd to
8th, 2008. We find that the topologies of these undirected unweighted networks had the
universal properties of random network and scale-free network, and the taxi networks
also can be regarded as random networks.
Keywords: Complex network, Traffic network, Network modeling, Topological charac-
teristics.

1. Introduction. As the application of complex network [1] in all walks of life research,
such as social networks [2], the theory have gradually been introduced into the trans-
portation field [3]. More and more scholars have carried out relative research on the
characteristics of various transportation networks such as the urban road traffic network
[4], rail transit network [5], railway network [6] and transit network [7].And current study
in complex network has almostly been focused on modeling [8] and so on. However there
is few scholars study urban road traffic network based on taxi system. In this paper, based
on the network model established by the primal approach, using the theory of complex
networks, taking the taxi system as the research object, we study the characteristics of
urban road traffic networks and urban taxi traffic networks, in order to provid certain
theoretical basis on solving city traffic problems and the development of urban traffic net-
work. We firstly need to establish urban road network models based on complex network
theory.There are two prevailing modeling methords:

Methord 1: The primal approach [9] is intuitive, where intersections become nodes and
streets become edges connecting nodes. The advantages of the original method is that the
raw data can be obtained directly from the geographic information system, the method
is simple and the data source is convenient.
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Methord 2: The dual approach [10] is a kind of transformation methods based on the
primal graph, where roads as a network node, intersection is regarded as the edge of
the network. Although dual method using topological distance,more suitable for network
topology analysis than the primal approach,but its drawback is that it ignores the actual
traffic network location information, which is difficult to reflect the actual distribution of
network nodes. Therefore, most of the research on urban road network is still using the
original method [11].

2. Modeling and Analysis of Beijing Road Networks. In this section, we establish
the undirected unweighted network models of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th rings roads of Beijing
on the basis of the primal approach. Then we draw these toplological graphs on the
complex network analysis software Pajek. At last we study the average degree of each ring
network, network cluster coefficient, the network diameter, average shortest path length
and other network characteristics on Pajek, VS2010 and Matlab2014 software platform.

2.1. Modeling Approach and Method of Beijing Road Networks. The traffic
network modeling data of this section comes from Beijing traffic map data of Baidu Maps
and Google Maps, and the traditional primal approach is adopted to build these network
models. We count intersections as nodes, streets as edges connecting nodes, as shown in
Figure 1.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Example of the primal apporach

2.2. Modeling Result of Beijing Road Networks. The undirected unweighted net-
work model for the roads inside each ring of Beijing city is shown in Figure 2.

As Figure 2 shows, the undirected unweighted networks for the roads inside the each
ring of Beijing are all in the form of “chessboard” networks [4], which is consistent with
the actual situation: in the early urban construction, the shape of the urban road traffic
network was directly influenced by urban spatial layout; with the development of the
social economic, the concentration of urban population and the expansion of city size,
road network also follow this trend to expand outward layer by layer according to chess-
board shape. Under the influence of landform, the road network do not form regular
“checkerboard”, but “chessboard” network overall.

2.3. Characteristics of Beijing Road Networks. According to the undirected un-
weighted networks for the roads inside the each ring of Beijing city established by section
2.2, based on Pajek, VS2010 and Matlab2014, we get these networks static characteristics
as shown in Table 1.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. The road network inside of the each ring of Beijing

Table 1. Characteristic values of the road network inside each ring

Network’s The The average The average The
ring Nodes Edges average cluster shortest path network
level degree cofficient length diameter

2nd 144 235 3.26 0.009259 7.743007 18
3rd 322 548 3.4 0.020807 10.958495 25
4th 547 946 3.46 0.02011 13.779088 32
5th 871 1517 3.48 0.029698 16.517352 38

As Table 1 shows, the network size is increasingly faster and faster with the increase of
ring number: Nodes inside of the 3rd ring is 178 more than inside of the 2nd ring, edges
inside of the 3rd ring is 313 more than inside of the 2nd ring; Nodes inside of the 4th
ring is 225 more than inside of the 3rd ring, edges inside of the 4th ring is 398 more than
inside of the 3rd ring; Nodes inside of the 5th ring is 324 more than inside of the 4th ring,
edges inside of the 5th ring is 571 more than inside of the 4th ring; The average degree
increases with the ring number, which shows that the roads of intersections increase with
the development of the traffic network.
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Each of these network has a very small cluster coefficient, which is the reaction of
network compact degree, and it is in conformity with the actual situation of the traffic
network in Beijing. As Figure 2(a), Figure 2(b), Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d) show, there
are a lot of quadrilaterals, while few triangles, which indicate that they all have a very
small network cluster coefficient; Compared with their network diameter, every network
has a smaller average shortest path length.

We all know that most of the nodes’ degree are very close, and all near to the average
degree of <k> in random networks [12]; small-world networks [13] have the characters of
higher cluster coefficient and shorter average shortest path length; the degree displays a
power-law distribution in scale-free networks [14]. From what has been discussed above
and the characteristics of various complex networks, we figure out that none of these
networks is a small-world network and each of these networks can be regarded as a random
network.The randomness of the road traffic networks for inside each ring of Beijing can be
attributed to these random factors in the development of the urban road traffic network,
such as population relocation, the developers’ location, changes in government policies,
etc.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Degree distribution of the road network inside each ring

2.4. Degree Distributions of Beijing Road Networks. Based on the undirected
unweighted network models for the roads inside the each ring of Beijing established by this
section, using VS2010 and Matlab2014 software platform, we get the degree distributions
of these networks (see Figure 3). It can be seen that not all nodes have a same degree
value in every network, which indicates that none of these networks is a rule network; Most
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nodes’ degree of each network are the same, according with the characteristic of random
networks;These networks’ maximum degree is 5 and minimum degree is 2, which shows
that both in the early construction of urban road network and the later development of
urban road network, the minimum path number of intersection the maximum path number
are constant; After ignoring the nodes with degree value 2, these degree distributions
would all present a power law distribution which we called loose scale-free feature.

3. Modeling and Analysis of Beijing Taxi Traffic Networks. Real road is direc-
tional. There are one-way road and two-way road according to the direction of roads.
Real traffic network road has a weight, it can represent the actual length of the road,
the traffic flow of the road, the passage time of vehicles, etc. We should construct a di-
rected weighted network model to describe the real traffic network more accurately. This
section based on the undirected unweighted traffic road networks established by the pre-
vious section, using Matlab2010b software platform and the method of matching traffic
flow construct and analysis directed weighted Beijing taxi traffic networks. We develope
two methords TTI (the modeling based on taxi trajectory and network intersections) and
TTIS (the modeling based on taxi trajectory and network intersections and streets) to
model Beijing taxi traffic networks.

3.1. Modeling Approach and Method of Beijing Taxi Traffic Networks. We
choose vehicle flow as the edge weight for convenience.

There are two basis of our modeling:
Basis 1: Undirected unweighted road traffic networks of Beijing city established by

section 2.3.
Basis 2: GPS trajectory data of 10,335 taxis in a week from web “Urban Computing-

Microsoft Researc”
(data source: http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/?id=152883). There are 15 mil-
lion records and 9 million kilometers distance in this data set. We would match the
latitude and longitude of every taxi trajectory record to the latitude and longitude of
each node to establish the directed weighted Beijing taxi traffic network models.

The first method TTI (the modeling based on taxi trajectory and network intersections)
is as follows:

We assume the initial weight(flow) of each edge is 0 at first.
Step 1: Matching the latitude and longitude of every taxi trajectory record to the

latitude and longitude of each node to get the number of the node that this taxi at this
moment passed through. The matching process is as follows.

Step 1.1: Set the matching threshold is D m. For the convenience of matching, we
assume that: if a certain moment the distance of this taxi and node vi is less than the
matching threshold distance D, the taxi passed node vj at the moment. when there are
several nodes matching the condition, we selected the nearest node.

Step 1.2: Traverse the first record of the first taxi, get the matching node number.
Step 1.3: Traverse next record using the method of Step 1.1 till every track record of

every taxi is been traversed.
Step 2: Node vi,vj matched to two adjacent records of the same taxi should have an

edge, which presents that this taxi passed vi and vj sequentially. So we add a directed
edge from vi to vj the first time we dectct that. Let this edge flow plus 1. Then Traverse
next record till every record is been traversed.

Step 3: Estabilsh the directed weighted taxi traffic network models based on road traffic
network data and the weight data we get, using Pajek. We only consider the directed
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weighted taxi traffic network model for the roads inside the 5th ring of Beijing in the
fllowing study.

This method does not take the actual traffic streets into account, so the directed
weighted network we get are maybe unrealistic. We improve the method TTI and get the
second method TTIS (the modeling based on taxi trajectory and network intersections
and streets). We improve the original Step 2 and Step 3 based on the original step 1 as
fllows:

Step 2: Node vi and vj matched to two adjacent records of the same taxi should have
an edge, which presents that this taxi passed vi and vj sequentially. If there is an edge
between vi and vj in network of figure 2(d), this edge flow plus 1; Otherwise doing nothing.
Then Traverse next record till every record is been traversed.

Step 3: Add the corresponding edge flow to the undirected unweighted Beijing network
models to get the directed weighted taxi traffic network models. We only consider the
directed weighted taxi traffic network model for the roads inside the 5th ring of Beijing
in the fllowing study.

The method TTI and TTIS of constructing the urban traffic network models are shown
in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively.

Figure 4. Flow chart of modeling method TTI

3.2. Modeling Result of Beijing Taxi Traffic Networks. The shortest distance be-
tween two adjacent nodes is about 190 meters approximately and distance between two
adjacent nodes is in 400-600 meters mostly in Baidu maps and Google maps. So we set
the matching threshold D as 200 meters for a accurate description of the edge weight.
The directed weighted Beijing taxi traffic network with D of 200 m based on the method
TTI is shown as Figure 6.And Beijing taxi traffic network with D of 200 m based on TTIS
method is shown as Figure 7
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Figure 5. Flow chart of modeling method TTIS

Figure 6. Beijing taxi traffic network with D of 200 m based on TTI

From Figure 6 and Figure 7, we can see that Figure 6 is not sound to realistic Beijing
road traffic network compared with Figure 7, so we select the modeling method TTIS as
our modeling method.

However, the directed weighted Beijing taxi traffic network is not connected when the
matching threshold is 200 m. In order to have a comparisonthe directed weighted Beijing
taxi traffic network with D of 300 m as shown in Figure 8. We call the directed weighted
Beijing taxi traffic network with D of 200 m as the directed weighted network 1 and the
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Figure 7. Beijing taxi traffic network with D of 200 m based on TTIS

directed weighted Beijing taxi traffic network with D of 300 m as the directed weighted
network 2. From Figure 8, we can see that the directed weighted network 2 is more
connected than the directed weighted network 1.

3.3. Characteristics of Beijing Taxi Traffic Networks. Based on Pajek and VS2010
software platform, we get these networks’ static characteristic values as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristic values of the Beijing taxi traffic networks

Number of Size of
Network Nodes Edges largest the

components component

1 871 2529 39 815(93.5%)
2 871 2729 12 859(98.6%)

From Table 2, we find that the size of the largest component of the directed weighted
network 1 is 815, and it’s relative size is 93.571%. The disconnectedness of the directed
weighted network 1 due to the abnormal situation. In the traffic flow database,the change
of nodes number matched to two adjacent records of the same taxi indicates that this
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Figure 8. Beijing taxi traffic network with D of 300 m

taxi pass the pair of nodes in a row, however the time interval of record is too long or the
running speed of taxi is too fast to detect some nodes between the pair of nodes, which we
called the abnormal situation. The only thing we can do is ignore the abnormal situation
to optimize the result.There are 269267 pairs of nodes direct attached and 1180060 pairs
of nodes indirect attached, so the ratio of abnormal data is 81.421%.

The size of the largest component of the directed weighted network 2 is 859, and it’s
relative size is 98.622%. There are 658980 pairs of nodes direct attached and 1981308
pairs of nodes indirect attached, so the ratio of abnormal data is 75.039%. The directed
weighted network 2 is more connected than the directed weighted network 1 apparently.

From Table 3, we can also find that the average degree of the directed weighted network
2 is bigger, this is because the ratio of abnormal data of the network 2 is smaller and it’s
network traffic flow is more huge overall; The average shortest path length of the largest
component and The network diameter of the largest component of the two networks are
close, and they both have a short average shortest path length of the largest component;
The average cluster coefficient of the largest component of two networks are close to 0.
From the above analysis, we finally konw that neither of them is a small-world network
and both of the two networks have the random network characteristics.
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Table 3. Characteristic values of the Beijing taxi traffic networks

The The average cluster The average shortest The network
Network average cofficient of the path length of the diameter of the

degree largest component largest component largest component

in:2.90 in:0.03888
1 out:2.90 out:0.0402 17.2674 48

all:5.80 all:0.0317
in:3.13 in:0.05001

2 out:3.13 out:0.0517 17.4935 46
all:6.27 all:0.04196

3.4. Degree Distribution of Beijing Taxi Traffic Networks. Based on VS2010 and
Matlab2014 software platform, the degree distributions of the two networks are as shown
in Figure 9.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Degree distribution of the Beijing taxi traffic networks

As Figure 9 shows: The two networks both have two peaks in the degree of 6 and 8, it
shows that most of the nodes’ degree value are 6 and 8, while not all nodes have the same
degree value indicate that neither of the two networks is a rule network; Most nodes of
each of the two networks have a similar degree conforms to the characteristics of random
networks.

4. Conclusions. This article established the undirected unweighted networks for the
roads inside each ring of Beijing city based on the Beijing traffic map data of Baidu
maps and the primal approachand found these networks have the features of random
networks and scall-free networks. Then, we made Beijing taxi traffic network models based
on Beijing road networks and the taxi trajectory database of web “Urban Computing-
Microsoft Research”, using the modeling method TTIS after compareing the two modeling
method TTI and TTIS we proposedand figured out that Beijing taxi traffic networks
can be regarded as random networks. The randomness of Beijing road traffic networks
and Beijing taxi traffic networks indicates that the randomness of the urban road traffic
development ,whose city has a long history represented by Beijing.

Further research should adopt the dual approach [8] to modeling traffic networks, and
take the artificial planning dominated emerging cities for research object.
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